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Scheuer Family Professor of Humanities and
Professor Emeritus of Philosophy Hugh Lacey
retired at the end of the 2002–2003 academ-
ic year (see June Bulletin). One of his last
acts as a member of the faculty was to deliv-
er the Baccalaureate address to the Class of
2003.
In introducing him, Professor of Philoso-
phy Richard Eldridge said: “Throughout his
career, Hugh has focused on a number of
interrelated problems: the roles of values
(cognitive, moral, and social) in the natural
and social sciences; values in popular politi-
cal practice; the social role of the university;
and agroecology. Broadly speaking, these
topics all have to do with how social life
under natural constraints is reproduced and
with how values might more effectively
inform that reproduction than they do cur-
rently.
“As a teacher and colleague, just as in his
writing, Hugh has brought his intelligence,
analytical skill, passion, and humor to bear
on these questions. In doing this, he has
displayed for his students the best virtues of
an intellectual life that is also a human life,
devoted to understanding and to justice, and
he has helped us … to become more thought-
ful, skilled, responsive, and responsible than
we would have been without him.”
Eleven years ago, in his inauguraladdress as president of SwarthmoreCollege, Al Bloom proposed that the
cultivation of what he called “ethical intelli-
gence” should be considered one of the Col-
lege’s core values—“an ethical intelligence
appropriate to our time.” In doing so, he
was clearly influenced not only by his own
earlier studies of ethical development but
also by Swarthmore’s long-standing links
with the Quaker tradition, especially its
emphases on social responsibility and
speaking truth to power.With “ethical intel-
ligence”—if I may borrow from the passage
from Ecclesiastes that was read a few min-
utes ago—President Bloom coined an “apt
word,” an apt phrase, one that can help us
put into sharper light who we are and who
we aspire to be and inspire efforts aimed
toward more fully realizing our proclaimed
values….
The idea of ethical intelligence serves to
focus Al’s challenge to renew our education-
al values in a way that takes fully into
account how Swarthmore relates to—and
may contribute to addressing—the morally
salient issues of our time. The phrase has
not yet gained the currency or the articulat-
ed development that I’m sure Al hoped for,
or even a settled meaning. I will offer an
interpretation of it, with the hope that my
reflections become part of a conversation in
which other interpretations are brought into
critical interaction with it. My reflections
concern the ways in which intelligence—
reason, argument, investigation, evidence,
meaning, judgment—is brought to bear in
deliberations of the “ethical,” that is, in
deliberations about how to live and to act so
that human well-being is enhanced. To value
reason, argument, investigation, evidence,
meaning, and judgment—and thus truth-
fulness—should be the distinctive mark of
an institution of higher learning. Truthful-
ness, pervading the whole of our lives, is the
indispensable condition, or what I will call
the first principle of ethical intelligence.
What does this mean? Keep in mind what
we are: human beings, agents whose powers
to act depend on the functioning of our
bodies, and whose actions are interactions
with material objects, living organisms, and
other human beings. All action is, on the
one hand, intentional and, on the other
hand, both dependent on and generative of
effects on the environment and on social
relations.
These are elementary truths. They under-
lie another truth—one easier to ignore—
that there is generally a gap between what
we intend with our actions and what their
actual outcomes are.We may act with (to
our own satisfaction) the best of intentions
but produce unhappy (unintended) out-
comes. Ethical intelligence involves coming
to grips with this gap between intention
and actual outcome of actions without evad-
ing truthfulness. There is a kind of evasion
of truthfulness that mars political discourse
today and renders related ethical judgments
merely self-serving, and that occurs when
the ethical appraisal of actions does not
adequately take into account, in proper bal-
ance, both intentions and outcomes.
I propose as a second principle of ethical
intelligence rejection of the naturalization of
injustice—and thus the preparedness to
engage in the reflection, investigation, nego-
tiation, and activities from the perspective
of which the possibilities for furthering
social justice can be discerned and, when
the time is ripe, addressed.
Consider, for example, overemphasis on
intentions. If one’s intentions are “good,”
the cause of the gap between intention and
outcome of action is likely to be assumed
(before any investigation) to be the actions
of others, who are thus represented as coun-
terpoised against “good” intentions. It’s a
quick step from this to dividing people into
the “good” and the “bad,” replacing causal
analysis with the discourse of praise and
blame. It replaces the quest to understand
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“Think of the term heard so often recently:
collateral damage. This ‘numbing phrase’ deceives
not by outright negation of reality but by spraying
a verbal mist that anesthetizes.”
events of ethical import with a moralistic
presumption—a profound evasion of truth-
fulness. In turn, those adopting this stance
tend to try to bridge the gap between inten-
tion and outcome by the use of power—
when deemed necessary, using military vio-
lence to punish the “wrongdoers,” hoping
thus to prevent departures from the “right”
order.
Think of the term heard so often recent-
ly: collateral damage. The mark of this dis-
course is to use what I will call the “numb-
ing phrase,” which deceives not by outright
negation of reality (though it may also be
accompanied by overt lies) but by spraying a
verbal mist that anesthetizes so that the
pain of human suffering and devastation
cannot be felt or even recognized. In con-
trast, “the apt phrase” enables clear recogni-
tion, stimulates the ethical imagination, and
impedes the evasion of truthfulness.
I propose a third principle of ethical
intelligence: Causal analysis of ethically
salient phenomena cannot properly be
expressed in the language of praise and
blame. And a fourth: Ethical appraisal
requires thorough investigation of the
conditions and unintended consequences
of one’s actions, using the “apt phrase”
and dispensing entirely with the “numbing
phrase.”
My time at Swarthmore has been bound-
ed by two wars that I opposed: Vietnam and
Iraq.Whenever there is recourse to war,
there has been a breakdown of ethical intel-
ligence, when power and violence displace
reasoned discourse as the instruments of
conflict resolution. Today, of course, we have
not only wars and their shocking human
consequences but also—among other
things—weakening of democracy and the
democratic spirit and its subordination to
special interests; escalating terrorism;
unchecked spread of terrible diseases that
are devastating some of the poorest coun-
tries in the world; and deteriorating eco-
nomic conditions—especially for the most
vulnerable worldwide—which are spreading
the seeds for perpetuating the spiral of vio-
lence, stepping back from efforts to address
problems of poverty and race in this coun-
try, and weakening the thrust toward inter-
national cooperation on such matters as
human rights, the rule of law, and effective
international mechanisms to deal with
crimes against humanity, protection of the
environment, and resolution of disputes
within the framework of the United
Nations. It all seems so overwhelming.
I am reminded of Hamlet’s words:
The time is out of joint: O cursed spite,
That ever I was born to set it right!
“The time is out of joint!” What our time
needs is a response to this truth—not an
evasion of it but also not a self-righteous,
reluctant, nostalgic, or resentful response;
certainly not one, like Hamlet’s, that smacks
of self-pity, self-indulgence, an inflated
sense of self-importance, and neurotic
hubris. Like it or not, this out-of-joint time
is our time, the time in which we must live,
the time that will continue to affect our lives
profoundly, and the time on which we leave
our mark.
Yet, our time is redeemable. There are
hitherto unrealized possibilities, some of
which represent possibilities for greater
social justice, freedom, and peace; for the
enhanced well-being for which human
beings in all places and cultures yearn. I
believe that cultivating awareness of this
truth is the most fundamental task of the
ethically intelligent; and doing this will
require conducting the intellectual life in
much closer contact with the movements—
at home and throughout the world—whose
programs have promise of realizing more of
these possibilities. The “ethically intelligent”
person needs also to be “intelligent ethical-
ly.” Being intelligent ethically is not to stop
at denunciation of our out-of-joint time.
One of the conditions for bringing about
fundamental social change is bold, commit-
ted action, which stakes itself without the
certitude of success. My fifth principle of
ethical intelligence: Ethically intelligent
action cannot be carried out with certitude
of being successful, for whether or not val-
ued possibilities are realizable depends
(causally), in part, on the committed actions
of those who value them.
Cultivating ethical intelligence attunes
one better to discern the genuine possibili-
ties for greater social justice, freedom, and
peace; being intelligent ethically implies rec-
ognizing that not every aspiration actually
represents a genuine possibility. Our out-of-
joint time does put constraints on what is
genuinely possible. I repeat that it is within
this time that we must find the sources of
alternative possibilities. We need “apt
words” to mark them, and then these words
can themselves assume causal roles in our
time. If they don’t, they degenerate into self-
congratulatory fluff—empty words hardly
distinguishable from “numbing phrases.”
Ethical intelligence recognizes that there
are no quick fixes. It can be exercised at all
the times of our lives and put richer sub-
stance into all dimensions of life—career,
family, and friendships—for it insists that
social justice cannot coexist with personal
diminishment. It does not draw us away
from our fundamental personal and career
commitments; it doesn’t pull us into quixot-
ic quests, the subordination of the personal
to the political; and it recognizes that differ-
ent people can make their contributions to
furthering justice in a great diversity of ways
and at different times of their lives.
It also recognizes that we all lapse from
our self-identified values (including truth-
fulness) from time to time. But lapses are
not decisive rejections—provided that we
remain open to the possibilities of repen-
tance and forgiveness. Ethical intelligence
rests easily with our humanity, its flaws and
weaknesses as well as its extraordinary
achievements and potential, and its delights
and foibles. I believe that cultivating ethical
intelligence, highlighting its first princi-
ple—commitment to truthfulness—is of
utmost urgency; it is, more than anything
else, what our out-of-joint time needs.T
The complete texts of all Commencement
remarks may be found at www.swarthmore.edu/-
news/commencement/2003/index2.html.
“Our time is redeemable. There are hitherto unrealized
possibilities ... for greater social justice, freedom,
and peace; for the enhanced well-being for which
human beings in all places and cultures yearn.”
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